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ABSTRACT
The passage _)f a weak w)rti('ity distm'l)ance through a reactive shock wave, or doto-
n;_t.i(m, is examined })y means _)f a linenrized treatment. ()f special interest is the effe('t
of chemical heat release on the aml)lifi(';lti(m of v()rticity in l)nrticublr, and (m the dis-
turlmnce pattern generated (lownstroam of the detonation in general. It is f()und that th(;
effect c_f exothermicity is to aml)lify the refl'acte(t waves. The manner in which the imposed
distllrbance alters the structure ()f the (letonatiml itself is also discussed.
This work was suI)p,,rted by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
under NASA Contracts NASI-18107 and NASI-18G05, while the authors wore in residence
at the Institute for C()mlmter Al)i)lications in Scien(,e and Engineering, NASA Langley
Research Center, [taml)ton , Vir_;inin 23665. A.K.K. was also SUl)lmrt('d imrtially l)y tlm
Army Research Office.
INTRODUCTION
When a pattern of vorticity in an otherwise unifi)rm stream passes through a plane
shock, it undergoes refraction and ami)lification, with the simultaneous generation of acous-
tic and entropy signals behind the shock. For small arnl)litu(lcs of incident disturbance,
a linearized analysis is possible, and has indeed 1)een carried out by several authors; see,
for example, Ril)ner [1], McKenzie and W_'stl,hal [2] and Anyiwo and Bushnell [3]. The
1)re(lictions of the linear theory and (lel)a.rtures therefrom have been examine(l })y Zang,
Hussaini and Bushnell [4] via two-dimensional numerical simulations.
The above studies have all been confined to chemically inert fl_)ws. With renewed
interest in hypersonic v_'hicles, th,,re has emerged a nf'ed for improved understanding of
shock-turbulence interactions in reacting flows. This paper addresses a specific reactive-
flow configuration, namely, a planar standing detonation wave (reacting shock wave). Such
waves, provided they carl be stabilized[still a matter nildor expi(iration), have been pro-
posed as an alternative to the SCRAM JET concept in high-speed propulsion (O'Brien
and Kol)ayashi [5]). Our aim is to examine tli,, iii=teractimas of the detonation with a
small-amplitude shear wave as the latd:r:ls c,,nv,,(:t,,,l thr(,ugh the (letolmtion. This is
accoml)lished by means of a linear analysis, which can t)e thought of as an extension of
Hit)net's [1] for an inert shock. Unlike Ril)ner, however, we are interested not only in the
effect of the detonation on the disturbance, but also on the manner in which the shape
and structm'e of tile detonation are altered 1)y the disturbance.
THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Figure 1 illustrates a stationary, i)lanar, oblique d('tonation wave, into wl,ich flpws an
unl)iu-nt mixture (,f react.ants flom the l_'ft, with I)mnt l)r_,,im.ts cnwrging ,,n the right. The
undisturbed flow is assumed to be mfiform on either side, with tim normal component of
velocity supersonic ahead of the wave and subsonic behind. In the (x, y) coordinate frame
the detonation shock is reprcsente(l })y x = 0, the .r-axis ])eing normal to the shock. (The
analysis assumes that there are n,) variations in the z-dir_'cti,)n.) The (_,_/) coordinate.
frame is aligned with tile downstream fl,)w, and thii (5', _/) frame with the upstream flow.
Let us now suppose that a planar, steady, shear disturl)ance, whose amplitude is small
and depends only on the cross-str¢'am coordinate 71', is superimposed on the incident stream
(Figure 2). The intent is to comput(, th," l)crturl_e(l fh)wfiel(1 behind the (l_,t()nation and
the perturbation of the detonation structure.
It is convenient to nondimensionnlize the system. Accordingly, the l)ressure, temper-
ature and density of the g,x_, and the mass fraction of the reactant in the mixture, are
referred to their respective values in the unreacted, lmpertur])ed gas ahead of the detona-
tion. Velocities are referred to the frozen si)und speed in the unperturbed gas, and lengtlhs
to the characteristic wavelength of the disturbance. Then, the basic equations expressed
in the downstream coordinates ((, I]) are
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(la) (pu),_ + (P"),I = O,
p(,,.¢ + ,,u,,) -t-(1/7)I,_ = O,
(lc) p(uv{ + vv,_) + (1/7)1,,_ = O,
(ld) p(,,T¢ + ,,T,_) 7-- 1 (,,pe + "P,,) = ,_pA,
T
(le) p = pT,
and
(lf) uJt_ + vY_ = -A,
where
ALe -ELY'(lg) A -- e
Here, (u, v) is the gas velocity, Y the reactant mass fraction, and p, p and T tile density,
1)ressure and temperature respectiw'ly. A single irreversible reacti()n ()f type A --4 B,
governed by Arrhenius kinetics, has been postulated. (TILe details of the reaction scheme
will only influence the effect of the disturl)ance on the det(mation structure; the effect of the
detonation on the disturbance (lepends only on the overall heat release.) The dimensionless
parameters 7, E and _ are, respectively, tile ratio of SlU'('ific heats, the activation energy
and tile heat release parameter. These arc defined in terms of appropriate dimensional or
reference quantities by the expressions
"r = c,,tG, <,= QYIG , E =
m u
where Y is the reactant rnass fraction and T the temperature of the fresh mixture, while
Q is the heat released when a unit m,_s of the reactant is consmned. The dimensional
activation energy is denoted by E, the gas constant by R and the specific heats at constant
pressure and volume by C 1, and C,, respectively. Finally, L0 is the characteristic wave length
of the disturbance, E the sound speed in the unlmrnt gas, and A the pre-exponential factor
in the Arrhenius rate law.
Typically L0 is much larger than the thickness of the detonation, so that on the scale
()f the disturl)anee, tile (letonati(m can lm treated as a discontinuity in an inert flow. When
examining tile effect of the detonation ell the disturl);mce, therefore, equation (lf) can be
replaced by
Y = I ahead of the (h'tonation, 0 behind the d('tonation.
th)wever, (lf) will need to l)e reinstated, and the entire equation set (1) rescaled with
respect to the detonation thickness, when nssessing the effect of the (listur})ance on the
detonation structure.
EFFECT OF DETONATION ON DISTURBANCE
With tt,e detonation treated as a discontinuity, the generalized Rankine-tIugoniot
conditions yiehl the following expressions f_)r the state (,f the gas l)ehind it:
(2(0 m - 1 + 7.M:
(7 + 1)M
1 (_I 2 - 1) 2
(3' + 1) )ll 2
Z
z
(2b) p = M/m,
(2c) T= 1+0+-- (7 - 1)(k12 _ ,,,2),2
(2(t) p=pT=--aJm [l+a+ (7 2 1)(M2 - m_)]
(2c) w = IV or equiwdently, m. tan qo =/ll tazl 0.
ttere, m. is the normal velocity and u, the tangential wqocity behiIl(l the discoItt.inuity, while
/_.I and IV are the correslmnding quantities ah¢'ad. Observe that /1,1 is also the normal
Math number in the unlmrnt region. The minimum value A/ca of M, corresponding to a
Chaplnan-Jouguet wave, is given by
(3) Mc,, = [1 + (7-t- 1)r, + [{1 + (7+ 1)'v} =- 11'/'] '/'
A graph of Mcj agmnst c_ is shown in Figure 3.
Let the peitmrbed upstream ttow be characterized by
(40,) u : u0 + u,, u, << u,,,
and correspondingly (see Figure 4),
(41,) 0 : O0 + OI, .AI = /_t"0 + .All, IV = IVo + IVl,
while all other state variables upstream remain unchanged. (The precise form of Ul will
be specified later.) It is now a siml)le matter to linenrize tile jump-relations (2) to el}rain
tile following expressions for the disturbances immediately behind the detonation front
(identified by the suflqx f):
(5a) ", s/,,,o = -,z c,,s_. [(u,/u,,) - (e,/,.) t._,,_o]
+ si,,v,,[e,,,+ (u,/Uo) ta,,_,,,],
(Sb) ,,,/I,,,o = _t,sin v,,[(u,/v,,) - (o,/,,) ta,, _0] - O,se__0
+ c,,s_,,IO,; + (U,/U0) tan_0.],
(5¢) Plf -- _'_02 [ 2 -- (1 -- d)/_][(U,/U0) - (O,/_) ta. _0],
(5,I) T_I = (3' - 1)M,_(1 + dlr=)[(U, IUo)- (e,/,') tan_,].
The constant r is simply the ratio of the normal speeds across the detonation,
(6) r = M(,/,,,{,,
while d is (lefined hy
1 [ ](7) d= (3' + 1)Mo,,,o 1- 3'Mo_ + {(kl,f- 1) _ -2(-/+ 1)a,M,}_}'/2 "
The expressions (5) act as boundary conditions for the t)erturl)ed flow downstream
of the detonation. The _;overning; equations for this flow are siml)ly the Eulcr equations
(1a-e). Upon linearization about the basic (lownstream state these reduce to
(8) (1 -/'_)'/'{{ + '/',_ = -_,(,I).
where ¢ is the pert,,rbation str('am fl,nction, t I, the Ma(,h number of the undisturbed
(lownst, reanl flow, (lefine(1 i}y
(o) j, = (,,_/To)'/_,
and f_! the vorticity behind the wave. It can 1)e shown that 1_1 (lep(.nds {}n the cross-stream
coordinate 1] ahme, and can therefore l}e evaluated at the l(}(,ati(m of the Ull(listml)e(l fr(mt,
again identified 1}y the suffix f, i.e.,
(10) l_! =-[---_1 Pl,l+ul,)]
t p.u{}3, f
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Once ¢ is known, tile velocity components are given by the expressions
(11) ul = '1'., ,,, = -(1 -/)'l'e,
while presstire, temperature and density can be found fronl
(12a) 1'2 = I', I + 3`P0"o(,,., I - ", ),
(12b) T, = + (3"- I:)(p2- P,I),
3'P0
(12c) p, = (1/To)(pl - poTj).
Now, depending upon tile downstream Math number it, equation (8) is either elliptic
(tt < 1) or hyperbolic (p, > 1). In turn, t_ is an increasing flmction of tim inclination 00 of
the incident stream for a given upstream normal Math nmnber M'0. In fact, there exists a
critical value 0c of 00, given by
(13) tan0c = [{2(1 + er)+ (7- 1)M0 _ -(3' + 1)m0_}/(2M02)] _/2,
such that p. > 1 fi_r 0 > 0¢ and p < 1 fi_r 0 < 0_. Figure 5 shows a plot of 0_ as a fimction
of the upstream normal Math number M0 (more specifically, Mo/J_/I(;j) for various values
of the heat-relem_e parameter e_. Observe that fi_r a C J-detonation, the downstream flow
is supersonic fi)r all 00 > 0.
Thus far, the formulation has bren quite indelwmlont of the fmwtional form of the
incident distmbance. Following Rilmor [1], lot us take a sinusoidal lwrturbation, i.e.,
(14) U, = e[q_ cos k',l' ,
where e ¢,haracterizes the perturbation amplitude and U is the incident wave nmnber. The
downstream wave number k, given by
(15) /¢' cos 00 = /c cos P0,
must also satisfy the matching requirement
(16) l",/= ,I',I
at the front. Therefore,
(17) U, = _U0 cos k, ! at the front.
The corresponding i)erturl_ation in the front inclination may l>e taken to be
(18) 02 = e(a cos l,q + bsin/_',/),
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where a and b are to be determined.
The prolfleni now reduces to the following: using the prescril_tions (17) and (18) in
the boundary conditions (5a, b), solve (8) for ¢. Then, ul and v, can be fouiid from (11)
and the remaining variables from (12) upon using the conditions (,5). Only the results
are given helow since computational details are similar to those in Rihner [1]. (We have
elected to display the velocity nnd presmlre fields only; temperature rind density follow
from (12b, c) in a straightforward maturer.)
For It < 1 the solution is
(19a)
,,_/(<.Uo)= s e°sl_,(:s-. ta,,_o) + _,1
(lOb) v,/(_u0 ) =/_s'(x.) sinlX-.,(:j- • tan _0;) + _.1,
(19c)
where
(2o)
p,l(_Uo) = --yMor'(.,)s,-,-_,o ,-os[k_(:!- xtan_;)+ ,Spl,
fJ= (11- 1,_1)'/2, /7_ = 1 - #2 (:oS 2 _0,
(21)
aild
(22.)
_b,, = ]c cos 0o,
p(_) = [l/(Z.)i(c,, _+ cT),l_ exp(-_:.,Z:_l_)¢,>soo,
(22t,) S = (A 2 + B2)'12(1/r)eosOo,
(22c) /_., = tan-l(-B/A),
(22d)
(22e) _p_ = - ta,,-' [(v//7)__,>.__o t,,,, ¢o1.
The eonst, ants A, B, Ci and C2 appearing nhove have been defined in the Appendix, along
with t,he constants a and b introduced in (18).
For / t, > 1,
(23a)
+ P _os[k.(:, - x ta,, _o)],
(23b)
(23c)
where
(24a)
(24b)
(24c)
(24d)
I
,,, (<Co) =/_p c(,sl_-.(,,+- .. ta,, _0)],
:i
tVl/(_Uo) = --ya_,,p sec_Ooco_[_',(U-- • tan _oo)1,
P = (d'i/';)(cos Oosin_)/c<,s_o,
w ----cot -1 fin,
S = (A/,')c,,sOo,
!
_Oo _o - w.
An examination of (19) an,l (23) reveals that the velocity field is made ,,p of a shear
component of aini>litude S and a potential-flow component of ami_litude P. The shear
component is a plane wave which carries all the w)rticity an<l propagates in the streamwise
direction. The potential coini>oIwIlt , as Ilibiwr [1] has pointe<l out, is acoustic in character
and is the sole contributor to the pressure distuI'l,ance. It also traw,ls as a wave, but in a
direction inclined at an angle _' to the normal, with mnl,litude remaining c(mstant fi_r tile
s,q>ersonic case and attemmting exponentially for the subsonic. The subsonic flow inw_lves
phase shifts 6, and t_r, while the supersonic flow does not.
The anq,litu<le S and the phase shift 3, are plotte<I in Figure 6(a,b), against the wave
inclination 00, at 1_4"o/-_[cj = 1.5 an<t for various values of the heat release e+. The most
dramatic effect occurs at tile sonic point, 0 = 0_, where tlle amplitude increases sharply.
Figure 6(c) disI>lays tlle maximmn amI>litude as a fimction of e< for four different values of
the inei<lent Mach number, an<l reveals that flJr a beyond 0.5, the graphs are essentially
linear. In Figure 7(a,b,c) the corresl>omling graphs for P, the amplitu<le <>fthe potentiaI
component (evaluated at the shock fi>r subsonic flow), and the phase shift 31, are shown.
The behavior is similar to that in Figure 6, with one ex<'el_tion: whereas the maximum
anaplitu<le of the shear component increases with increase in Mo/Mcj (Figure 6c), that of
the potential component decreases (Figure 7c).
Because of the i,<m,mifo,',n p,'ess,u'e jmnp across the fro, it, it de_velops ripples, and
the resulting deflection of the front fro,n the undist,l,be<l position x = 0 (ol,tained by
integrating tlie fr<mt-deflection angle 01 ) is flmnd to be
(.'25) A, = [,_uo/(_+,_._,,)l(,-,_+ _,_)'/_,.,,s(_.,:++ _,,o.,),
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where k' is the wavemunber of the in,'i,lent disturl,ance nnd a, tJ (introduced in (18)) are
defined in tile Appendix. Tile quantities (a 2 + b2) 1/2 and ,_t,o,t have been plotted in
Figure 8(a,b) _gainst the wave inclination 00 for different values of -Mo/Mcj. Again,
heat release makes itself felt most significantly at the sonic point. In Figure 8(c), the
maximum of (a 2 + b2) !/= is plotted as a fimction of a fi,r various Mach numbers. Unlike
the correspon,ling graphs of Figures 6(e) and 7(c), tile variation with Math number is
minimal here.
EFFECT OF DISTURBANCE ON DETONATION
Let us now examine the alteration in tile structure of the detonation front caused
by the passage of the disturl)ance. This will t)e done in tile asymptotic limit of large
activation energy. First, it is useful to recall the structure of the undisturbed oblique
detonation, displayed schematically in Fig. 9. The structure consists of a lead shock S,
across which the state of the mixture suffers a jump but the mass fraction retains the
upstream value of unity since the sh()ck is inert. Behind the shock lies the induction zone
I in which the reaction is weak, and therefi)re, the state is undisturbed to leading order.
The induction zone terminates in the fire zone F, which is a thin region of intense reaction.
Behind the fire zone the mixture is fldly burnt. The broadest feature of the detonation
structure is the induction zone, whose thickness Lt effectively determines the detonation
thickness. On the Lt scale, the shock is a discontinuity ()f course, but so is the fire zone in
the linfit E _ oo. It can lw. sl,own that Lt has the ,qsyml)toti(: form
(26) LI - AE c E/T°,
where 550 is the un,listurt)ed temperat,u'e immediately behind the lead shock. In the large
E limit, it is possible to give an analytical treatment of the induction zone, in which
state variables change by O(E -I) and tile position of the fire zone is characterized by a
singularity in the induction-zone sohltion; the so-called thermal runaway. We now show
that the primary effect of the applied disturbance is to produce relatively large ripples in
the position of the fire zone.
In the induction zone, it is convenient to ad()I,t the coordinate system (_, _), aligned
with the undisturbed flow immediately behind the h'ad shock (Fig. 9). The det)endent
varial)les are denoted 1)y hatted quantities as well, nnd the subscript zero corresponds to
undisturlwxl flow. Also, the induction-zone thickness LI is chosen as the reference length.
Then, equations (la-f) apply again, provided all varial)les are hatted. Also, the reaction
rate A now has tile form
A - ALI _.e_E/.i, '
which, in view of (26), can 1)e expresed as
(27)
, _'c.rp : .A T
As before, the state of the gas behind tl,e lead shock can bc computed by means of the
jump conditions (2), provided _ is set to zero there.
Although we have chosen to refer all lengths to L1 in the induction zone, it must be
recognized that along the shock, i.e., in the y-direction, the proper length scale is still L0.
Therefore, on tile LI scale, y-derivatives must l)e of order LI/Lo, and hence negligible to
an excellent approximation. Thus, for any dependent variable F,
Fy = Fd sin #0 + F,) cos _50 = O(L I/L0 ) << 1,
whence
F_ ,,_ - tall _0 Fd.
The governing equations are thus re,ulercd quasi-one-¢iinwnsional in the induction zone.
Let us now consider a distinguished limit in which the applied disturbance amplitude
is To_/E. Then, for E _ oo, the governing equations re(lucc to
(281,) - ^ ^I ^Ip,,,,,,u_ + (1/-r)pi = 0,
(28c) /30fi0fi_ - (1/7)tan _5013} = 0,
^ ^ _, 7- lfi0/_ _ = ¢_c']"(28d) po"oT_ 7 '
(28e) A,T' + T0 '.
In tile above equation.% primes denote I)erturl)ations. It is a simple matter to extract from
these equations, by elimination, a single equation fi)r the temperature perturl)ation T', i.e.,
(29) _ = re 'P,
where
( a7 ) (1/7)-fi_(30) r = f4 '
and ft,, is the normal Math numl)er of the undistml)cd flow immediately l)(.'hind the shock.
We remark parenthetically that for F to be positive, fi,, < 1/v/--_, i.e., the normal flow speed
irnmediately t)ehind the shock must t)e less than the isothermal sound speed, a well-known
restriction (see, for example, Clarke [6]). If. is now a simple matter to integrate equation
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(29) provided T_(7)), the value of the temperature l)erturbation at the shock, is known.
Then, one obtains
(31) 2' =-ln [e
The actual profile of _, is of less interest than the position at which it becomes singular.
This position is given by
(32) 4I -- (l/F) e- 7;''
and defines the location of the fire zone. For the undisturbed detonation, T_ -- 0 and
the fire-zone location is given by _10 = 1/r. The shift in location is therefore _/- 1/F.
Note that the shift is an O(1) qnantitity, on the scale of the induction length, while the
disturbance amplitude causing the shift is O(E -1). The applied disturbance, therefore,
has a pronomlced effect on the internal structure of the detonation wave. This is illustrated
in Figure 10 for a sinusoidal temperature perturlmtion at the shock. Once T' is known,
equations (28a-e) can be integrated, subject to appropriate conditions at the shock, thus
yielding the profiles for all the variables in the induction zone.
CONCLUSIONS
On the whole, then, the effect of exothermicity is to amplify the refracted waves. This
result, although derived here only for steady waves, contradicts that of Kumar, Bushnell
and Hussaini [7]. However, they simulated numerically the interaction of a disturbance
with an oblique shock with equilibrium chemi.,lry, and found that chemistry led to a slight
decrease in amplification. We believe that their result is biased l)y the manner in which
they prespecify the degree of reactedness at each station. It would be more appropriate to
compare our results with a direct numerical simulation of the reacting shock, undertaken,
for example, by extending the apl)roach of Zang, tIussaini an(l Bushnell [4] to reactive
I_OWS.
ll
APPENDIX
In this Appendix are listed the various constants introduced in the text.
A = settee + 2(,'- 1)cos_oo + (a/,')(,'- 1) 2 sin_o,
B = (8/F)(r - 1)2sin_,o,
CE-I-I)F fi)r p. < 1,
r c,2j r 1)2
C'+dF_ for t t > 1,
r E'+(;l)'
CF - DE
C 2 4- D 2- _-
_ _ 1 :_ 3 2C-- [d + 2r-1 (," 1)/3_}tm,_o -[(,'- ) / .]sin_poCOS%Oo,
E
,E
Z
C' = 1 - ,l - 2[1 + (r - 1) c,)s 2 q¢o],
D= flD'/fl_,
D' - (,'- 1)[1 + (,'- 1)cos 2 <p,)],
E = 1 + ,l + 2(,.- 1)(_2/_)(.,,,_ 2_o,
E' = (r - 1)2 sin _o cos _o - (d + r) tan _oo,
F = (fl/3_,)F',
F' = 2(r - 1) sin _o cos _o,
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1 - _ tan _o
fl+ tan _o
Ci = ar -I Dr - Ft_
C2 = br- ID '.
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YFigure 1. Illustration of a stationary, planar, oblique detonation wave and the
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Figure 6c. Plot of the maximum amplltudelof S versus the heat release
parameter ct, for M o / Mc: = 1.5, 5, 10,-1_4, at 0c.
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Figure 7a. Plot of the amplitude P versus the wave inclination angle 0 o,
Mo I Mc.z = 1.5, for o_ = 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5.
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Figure 7b. Pl0t Of" the phase shift 8.r, versus the wave inclination angle 0o, at
MO ! Mc.I = 1.5, for ¢t = 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5.
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Figure 7c. Plot of the maximum amplitude of P versus the heat release
parameter a, for Mo / Mcj = 1.5, 5, 10, 14, at 0 c.
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Figure 8a. Plot of q(a 2+ b 2) versus
M o  Mcl = 1.5, for (_= O, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5.
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Figure 8b. Plot of _fro,a versus the wave inclination angle 0o, at
Mo / Mc] = 1.5, for a = O, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5.
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Figure 8c. Plot of the maximum of _ (a2+ b 2) versus the heat release
parameter o_, for M o  Mcj = 1.5, 5, i0, 14, at 0 c. (Graphs for M O/ Mcl of
5, 10, and 15 are indistinguishable).
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Figure 9. Schematic of the coordinate system aligned with the undisturbed
flow immediately behind the lead shock.
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Figure 10. Plot of the unperturbed (dashed) and perturbed (solid) fire-zone
location for a sinusoidal temperature perturbation at the shock.
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